Wellhead X-mas Tree

Our company is one of the manufacturers of wellhead christmas trees for oilwells. Our last R & D Department's achievements and manufacturing facilities provide high reliable and durable equipment for controlling high pressure oil wells. Shut-off and control parts are made of high quality certified parts, and allow personnel to easily and safely operate onsite. Equipment is strictly tested before shipment and provided with necessary certificates and test results.

As per customer's requirements our engineering team can provide technical solution for stable operation, and our manufacturing facilities provide high quality equipment with certified mechanical and electrical parts. As per customer's requirements we can arrange onsite supervision and training of customer's personnel.

Main Technical Data

- Exploration and well testing
- WORKING TEMPERATURE: -46°C～121°C (L to U CLASS)
- WORKING PRESSURE: 2000-20000psi
- NOMINAL DIAMETER: 65-180 mm
- BYPASS DIAMETER: 46-103 mm
- OIL PIPE DIAMETER: 48.3-114.3 mm
- MATERIAL: AA BB CC DD EE FF
- WORKING MEDIUM: oil, gas, mud, gas with H2S, CO2
- PSL: PSL1～4
- PR: PR1～2
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